
Is It Still Worth Starting A Travel Blog In 2020?
 

The smartest thing about affiliates is that you can begin earning money from day one.

Discover More I don’t offer advice on how to journey the world. Instead, I write about how I

screwed up while travelling, as a result of no person else is doing that. And as a result of

journey isn’t at all times wonderful but so many travel bloggers faux that it is. 

I don’t make out that my life is ideal and I’m residing the dream — as a substitute, I write

regularly about my battles with anxiousness and what it’s like to take care of a psychological

health dysfunction on the road. I write about what it’s prefer to get lost in every goddamn city

you go to; about the way it feels to get scammed for the twentieth time in a 12 months; about

the way to deal with your boat beginning to sink in Thailand. And just a fast notice here to

announce I’ve just launched a restricted variety of journey running a blog mentorship

opportunities! 

I’ve only simply started and I’ve read fairly a few “How to start out a travel weblog” posts –

but I notably like what you say in the direction of the tip about doing things differently. That

was preliminary gut feeling, finding a USP somewhat than attempting to compete in an

overcrowded space, until I started reading about having to blog prolifically to start out with

and so on. For me it’s been an evolutionary process – I began out on Google’s blogger in

2013 just as a way of keeping memoir for myself really, in addition to a postcard substitute for

family and friends. If you’ve got cash to spend and also you’re able to dedicate as much as

you possibly can to getting your journey blog off the ground, you’ll be taking a look at

massive up-front costs. You’ll additionally doubtless start being profitable within your first yr

of running a blog, if not sooner. 

My weblog is extra as a move time and enjoyable than as a approach to strive make any

money down the highway however it was something I’d by no means actually thought-about

till I’d read your guide. Your initial expertise of travelling alone was additionally a comfort as

my own first week travelling never precisely went to plan both! I just posted a blog piece

about it and it made me keep in mind all the things that happened during that week that I’d

forgotten about. But writing it additionally made me realise how far I’ve come in 10 months. 

Would there be a lot curiosity in retirement journey as a distinct segment do you suppose?

My youngsters have flown the nest, my husband has died and I need to begin traveling and

displaying other older girls that it’s by no means too late to see the world. Is there any

probability I can discover an audience at my age? Travel blogging appears to be focused so

much on youthful women of their 20s. 

I’ve listed the methods I recommend at the end of this text. I’d recommend going for

advertising through Adsense and affiliate links to start out with. In both circumstances, you’ll

earn cash if considered one of your readers clicks either an advert or an affiliate link that’s in

your submit.
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